Exhibit C
From: Crystal Zhu <crystal.zhu@Yamana.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 10:16 AM
To: Mark Wagenberg <M.Wagenberg@republicmetalscorp.com>
Cc: Natalia Nieto <nnieto@Yamana.com>; Sarah Primeau <sarah.primeau@Yamana.com>
Subject: Cerro Moro 009

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders.

Good morning Mark:
Can you confirm the arrival of MORO 009 and the out turn date? It will be arriving today.
Thanks so much!
Crystal
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) addressed in the message. If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute, or copy this e-mail. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that disclosing, distributing, or copying this e-mail is strictly prohibited.